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Reflections-

I always believe that teaching is not restricted to academics

only but it is a path to go beyond the horizons in order to

unlock students’ potential. Smartshala is one such institution

which focuses on building one’s persona. It has helped me

become more diligent not only towards studies but also every

activity in life. The teachers here always treated me as their

own child and helped me inculcate all the goodness of the

world. The best part here in the activities they organise. It

really helped me boost my confidence. In a nutshell I would I

would say, that smartshala has unbolt my inner potential to

its fullest as of now.

~Richa Sharma, Class XII (2019-20)

I joined this institution when I started with class 9th. I had no

experience of tuitions before this one as my mother was my

teacher till then. But then I decided to study independently

under the guidance of a teacher so that I can score good

grades and focus on personality development too. We met

Manav sir at Smartshala and I was impressed by him as I

found him to be a fun loving and an understanding teacher. It

was from then that I changed my learning skills, my English

improved and I started to have a much better attitude

towards life and career. My parents also witnessed a change

in me as I evolved as a human being and became a better

student. I pay my regards to Manav sir who has always

supported me and guided me in every aspect. I love my sir

and I’m blessed to be a part of this institution.

~Pranay Jain, Class X (2020-21)

Smartshala has helped my child to be an independent child what I

was continuously striving for. He has started to take interest in

studies and started to open up on social platform. Earlier he was a

little shy in expressing his opinion and emotions but now he comes

out with his ideas and believes that I appreciate the most.

~Mrs Madhuri Jain, mother of Yuvraj Jain
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YOUR SUCCESS IS 
OUR COMMITMENT.

The logo of the institute
depicting ''The Rising Star'

is a manifestation of the
institute's cherished

philosophy of 'unlocking the
potential' and reflects a
commitment to help the

students achieve their goals
crossing all odds. 

Small Batch Size - Elite 8.

Smart Classes are used for better understanding

of the concept.

Regular awards and appreciation are given like

Student of the month.

Highly qualified and experienced faculty

members.

WHY US?



OUR SERVICES

Classes I to V 
All Subjects

 
Classes VI to VIII 

English, Mathematics, Science and Social
Science

 
Classes IX to X 

English, Mathematics and Science
 

Classes XI to XII
English, Mathematics, Physics, Chemistry,
Accountancy, Economics, Business Studies

and Psychology

Tuitions for Classes I to XII

Holistic development of every student
Crash Courses (Classes IX - XII)
Summer Camp for Toddlers
Fun filled activities - Art & Craft,
Dance, Theatre etc
Personality grooming
Preparing students for competitive
world

Annual Sports Day is organised to
celebrate sportsmanship in everyone.
Annual Day is organised to give every
student an opportunity to perform on
stage.
Annual Seminar - IMPRESSIONS is
organised for students' holistic
development.
Monthly Competitions are organised
for students' overall development.

Dr Nisha Khanna
TEDx Speaker, Celebrity

Psychologist and renowned
Family Counsellor

Class X Board Results-

English - 95

Mathematics - 99

Science - 98

Average Result of Class - 90.4%

Class XII Board Results-

English - 96

Mathematics - 99

Physics - 95

Chemistry - 98

Accountancy - 97

Economics - 99

Business Studies - 98

Average Result of Class - 91.2%

 

Co-Ed Pre-School

Chess Academy

Dance Academy


